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Cat Wisdom 2020-02 celebrate your love of cats and their
eternal wisdom in this little book of famous quotes and
poetry about our favourite feline friends
Cat Wisdom: 60 great lessons you can learn from a
cat 2017-10-05 many a domestic cat leads a good life
pampered well fed and often the centre of much attention
the cat is skilful in getting its own way
100 Ways to Be More Like Your Cat 2018-02-22 from the
bestselling author of one hundred ways for a cat to train its
human comes a new guide on how to improve your own life
by learning from your cat content living in the moment
finding pleasure in small things your cat knows exactly how
to get the best out of life so let your cat be your guru as
celia haddon shows in 100 ways how adopting their outlook
can lead to our own happiness stretch out relax find a
warm spot and enjoy purrfection
Teaching Your Cat Simple Tricks 2001-01-01 cats love
to be in the spotlight while not every cat will take to
learning tricks most will thrive on the extra attention and
love you ll shower on them during training sessions and
whether you want to teach your cat to sit up fetch walk on
a leash or simply come when called arden moore s simple
and encouraging instructions will show you how you ll have
your cat performing like a stage star in no time
Cat Wisdom 2005 guidance and simple wisdom inspired by
our feline friends cat wisdom is a collection of photographs
and words of wisdom from the world of adorable kittens
opening up to the wisdom of the felines can teach us about
the importance of relaxation always making time for fun
expressing ourselves freely and honestly believing in
ourselves and most importantly how to reach our goals and
get what we want you will find this book to be an endless
source of inspiration and wisdom in challenging times
when you need a new perspective on life or when you just



need to lighten up and smile
Wit and Wisdom for Cat Lovers 2015-02 wit and wisdom
for cat lovers features dozens of devotional readings plus a
plethora of other cat centric inspiration scripture prayers
quotes and quips sure to bring a smile to your face
CATS 2022-03 if you love cats you will love this little book
the wisdom of cats features dozens of lessons that we can
learn from our felines in witty whimsical quotations from
famous cat owners and even a few choice morsels of
wisdom from some famous cats themselves we learn about
life love and always landing on your feet stunningly
illustrated with original artwork
The Wisdom of Cats 2000-03 cats have lived alongside
humans for thousands of years but until now they ve
remained silent partners in conversations with cat
professional animal communicator kate solisti mattelon
poses some of life s most challenging questions to our
feline friends and the cats responses offer surprising
insights into the spiritual physical and mental awareness of
our feline neighbors cat people won t be surprised to learn
that by connecting with our cats and being humble enough
to understand how they perceive us we can actually learn
more about ourselves and begin to model cats examples of
detached love in our human and animal relationships in
addition lynda niemeier s photography captures the
essence of cats making this book the perfect gift for
anyone wishing to understand more about these beautiful
creatures
Conversations with Cat 2004 cat wisdom is a collection
of photographs and words of wisdom from the world of
adorable kittens page 4 of cover
Cat Wisdom Book 2014-05-08 a purrfect gift for a loved
one with a special affinity for the feline an absolute must
for any cat lover curiosity is more than a desire to discover



it s a lifestyle and a purrvilege it s hours of observing a fly
on the wall it s entering the sock drawer just before it
closes it s sniffing the lampshade one more time such is the
wisdom of curious zelda social media star agony aunt yoga
teacher cat in the adventures of a curious cat she gives
insight into her view of the world and dispenses
unparalleled wisdom zelda explains in her unique voice
how to handle humans how to communicate with furniture
and most importantly how to live a life curiously it s the
ultimate self help guide for any cat or indeed their human
The Adventures of a Curious Cat 2019-10-31 from
courtney love to love me tender the editors of rolling stone
press present a new look at an age old subject discover the
romantic side of rockers like keith richards johnny rotten k
d lang and natalie merchant the photos are from the rolling
stone archives
Cattitudes 1996 inspired spiritual wisdom from a cat
named sam moo this fun filled and wise book is inspired by
my cat sam moo who died in 2010 in the last 10 days of his
life i began to pay greater attention to him he seemed to
begin to whisper inspiration and wisdom to me in those last
days as i began to write it down i realized that he surely
did have wisdom and inspiration to share his overall
message was simple we as humans just need to spend more
time being than doing and just love and chill out to him it
was really very simple it is a profound message of inspired
wisdom and humor about how to live each day simply and
in the moment zen kitty wisdom for everyday living
Inspired Spiritual Wisdom from a Cat Named Sam-Moo
2011-03-18 dive into this beautiful 48 page mini book
featuring colorful illustrations by planet cat alongside
famous quotes and poetry all about cats a perfect gift for
the cat lovers in your life
Cat Wisdom 2003 ingrid king explores our relationships



with cats by combining her professional expertise with
compassionate insights into how cats can inspire soothe
and even help heal us in purrs of wisdom king artfully
delivers pearls of wisdom celebrating all our relationships
feline human or otherwise you ll want to savor each
chapter and purr haps revisit those that strike a personal
chord
Planet Cat: Cat Wisdom 2020-04 packed full of quotes as
well as snippets of information this little book is the perfect
gift for any cat lover
Purrs of Wisdom 2016-06-01 the new book from james and
street cat bob one thing i ve known about bob from the
very beginning is that he possesses a wisdom that is
unusual even in cats in the decade since we met he s
grown even wiser in my eyes this book is a collection of the
insights i ve gained during my years with bob in the spring
of 2007 busker james bowen came across an injured ginger
tom cat in the hallway of his shelter in north london what
he didn t know was that this would be the start of a
friendship that would turn both their lives around and lead
to a street cat named bob the international bestseller that
tells the story of their friendship the little book of bob is a
collection of the wisdom james has learnt from bob
throughout the years as they go through thick and thin
together from the power of friendship to staying calm and
finding the joys in a simple life let bob be your guide on
how to navigate the ins and outs of life like a wise street
cat p 2019 hodder stoughton limited
The Little Book of Cats 2020-10 humorous anecdotes
about the author s family cat combined with scriptural
truths
Wisdom of Yo Meow Ma 2005-02-01 this charming gift
book is chock full of endearing true stories about cats and
niki anderson makes spot on observations about life based



on these adorable furry tales the beauty of god s creation is
evident in the lives of all of his creatures and his wisdom is
uniquely expressed in the delightful behaviors of the feline
a special bond naturally develops between cats and their
owners and we have so much to learn about living
gracefully in whiskers wit and wisdom niki anderson
teaches us how to glean life lessons from our relationships
with our cats cats do the funniest and wisest things from
being brazenly courageous to delightfully optimistic
sweetly loyal to having a fierce sense of honor cats
demonstrate that they have traits that most people only
hope for clever elements sprinkle this cute volume such as
a purr rayer a short prayer that reinforces the core
message of an anecdote about a cat the tail end brief lines
which provide practical factual information that is both
useful and fascinating kitt wit a humorous quip that
enhances the story and bio note a few sentences that
describe each cat s owner whiskers wit and wisdom is a
must have volume for cat lovers that is sure to brighten
their day and make them look at their cats in a whole new
light
The Little Book of Bob 2018-11-01 the expressive cat says
so much with a wink of the eye or a flick of the tail this
collection of quotes and insights capture the timeless
appeal of these creatures who according to agnes repplier
give us just enough of their regard and complaisance to
make us hunger for more
Purrables 1993 a collection of postcards for the cat lover
Whiskers, Wit, and Wisdom 2013-02-16 stories and
reflections on the many lessons we learn from cats about
life love and our spiritual nature the karma of cats is yet
more proof that cats teach us to be better humans and
sometimes even save our lives read this book with a cat on
your lap then hand it to another biped in need of



inspiration caroline paul author of lost cat and the gutsy
girl what i find most enticing about the karma of cats are
the golden filaments of respect delight and appreciation
that weave through the unique voice of each storyteller
these kindred spirits who like ourselves treasure the
remarkable gifts bestowed upon us by our feline family
members susan chernak mcelroy author of why buffalo
dance there is nothing quite like the love of a cat both
revered and feared throughout history cats are unique in
the mystical truths and practical lessons they share with us
in the karma of cats spiritual teachers and writers reflect
on the wisdom and gifts they ve received from their feline
friends exploring themes of radical respect unconditional
love our spiritual nature and more loving companions and
wild spirits our feline friends have much to teach all who
welcome them into their homes and hearts with an
introduction by seane corn and contributions by alice
walker andrew harvey biet simkin brother david steindl
rast damien echols geneen roth jeffrey moussaieff masson
kelly mcgonigal rachel naomi remen sterling trapking davis
and many more
Quotable Cats 1997 teach your tabby perfect manners
scoot hey get down from there scat cat are these phrases
familiar to you and your beloved feline if so you re in good
company cats are adventurous intelligent and curious
creatures who often seem to delight in creating mischief
and mayhem in our homes they scale our curtains eat our
houseplants shred our furniture and then recuperate by
snoozing on our kitchen counter tops but must you put up
with you cat s bad habits absolutely not with patience and
a few lessons in feline psychology you can teach your cat
perfect house manners lura rogers offers tried and true
advice on understanding your cat s behavior and molding it
to fit your expectations of how a civilized house cat should



behave her simple step by step instructions make it
possible to create a happy healthy and harmonious home
one that can be enjoyed by both you and your feline friend
The Wisdom of Cats 1998 embrace your inner cat with this
light hearted self help book from living in the moment
trusting your sixth sense instincts to taking cat naps and
even going feral this book will show you how to benefit by
unleashing your innate cattitude cats ability to seize the
day makes them excellent examples of how to make the
most of every moment whether it s playing an impromptu
game of chase the sock or an opportune swiping of a slice
of roast chicken our cats have it sorted they re flexible but
also prepared to tread their own path and they recognise
the importance of play and rest in equal quantities this
book reveals the nine different traits that you can take on
board to be more cat and live a happier healthier and all
round feline fabulous existence packed with practical tips
and exercises interspersed with folklore and fun facts
about our kitty gurus there s something for everyone so
stretch out relax and learn the art of being more cat
The Karma of Cats 2019-10-29 a collection of cat sayings
Breaking Your Cat's Bad Habits 2000-12-01 although it is
humbling to gain wisdom from a cat sometimes if we
separate ourselves from the human experience the truth of
our existence rises to the surface in this whimsical story
the reader becomes a student learning how to shed the
layers of domestication and reveal the wilderness
underneath william buhlman author of adventures beyond
the body and adventures in the afterlife this creative book
by jessica mckay is like catnip for your soul easy to read
and entertaining the wisdom of a psychic cat opens your
heart even if you are allergic to cats you will find the
fifteen lessons practical and powerful wisdom regina cates
author of lead with your heart creating a life of love



compassion and purpose the wisdom of a psychic cat will
make a great gift for the cat lovers in your life and for
anyone else looking for guidance on practical ways to
increase the happiness in their lives laurence andrews
author of secrets of the silk road finding the lost sacred
books of the gobi i have enjoyed many cats in my life but
never one as wise as this psychic cat she shares astounding
insights and important teachings for we humans allan
hardman author of the everything toltec wisdom book this
cat has been places and seen things that will lift your
spirits and enlighten your mind this is a beautiful book
melissa phillippe and z egloff authors of everyday joy 365
days of ohmygodlife this is a book that is both fun and
provocative offering layer upon layer of truly fascinating
opportunities to see life differently through the eyes and
the mind of a cat ramananda john e welshons author of one
soul one love one heart and awakening from grief this is
not a children s book it s for adults willing to hear really
good advice from unexpected sources learn how to relax
about life be less hard on yourself and know what to do
when there s a mouse under your couch according to little
girlie mcfluff psychic cat oracle channelled through her
human servant jessica mckay little girlie dispenses 15
lessons on happiness for humans with gentle wisdom and
feline eloquence little girlie gives humans the keys to self
acceptance and inner peace she takes us through self love
gratitude remembering your divinity silencing the inner
critic knowing your greatness harnessing your power to
choose letting go your perception of time and space play
forgiveness and more discover what to do when your food
bowl is empty how to cope when the going gets tough and
why naps are usually the answer to everything
A Miscellany of Cat Lovers' Wisdom 1993-01 the perfect
gift for the cat lover in your life or the perfect treat for



yourself gorgeous design makes this a keepsake you ll look
back on again and again dozens of full color professional
photographs of cats being their most photogenic selves full
of bit size cat wisdom from historical figures literary
geniuses and celebrities dozens of fascinating cat facts
from around the globe 5 of giftsareawesome profits go
directly to the aspca joining their tireless fight against
animal neglect cruelty cats can be playful shy curious
affectionate obstinate fickle tired cranky happy sweet
sneaky you name it but in a word cats are awesome this
little book is a tribute to that awesomeness and makes a
wonderful gift as leonardo davinci says the smallest feline
is a masterpiece imagine sitting in that breakfast nook in
the kitchen with your cat sharing little nuggets of wisdom
like one cat just leads to another from ernest hemingway
and finding out that hemingway loved cats so much he still
has dozens of them living in his home in key west florida
long after his death or imagine curling up with a throw and
studying the rich detailed photographs of some of the
cutest happiest and most enigmatic cats on the planet a
collection painstakingly curated from countless
professional photographs and photographers around the
world brought from our studio to your home in summary if
you love cats or a friend or family member just can t get
enough of cats pick up this little book and make their
birthday special or mother s day or graduation or
christmas or any holiday of the year or of course just
because enjoy
Be More Cat 2024-10-22 are you a curious person who is
interested in making your life simpler look no further
whisker wisdom provides 17 short life lessons from cats
that can simplify your life from embracing curiosity to
finding joy in the little things this charming guide offers
heartwarming insights and cute cat pictures dive into the



delightful world of cats and discover the playful secrets to
a happier life what s included in this pocket sized book for
you a heartwarming story of how it all began 17 motivating
life lessons you can take from cats to simplify your life
adorable and funny cat pictures if you believe that learning
is not only limited to the institutes and a good learner can
learn from anywhere then this book will help you prove
yourself right if you want to simplify your life and help
others improve the quality of their lives as well then click
on the buy button see you inside
Cat Sayings 2012-09-01 seduction is just the practice of
artful stretching never let people know how fast you are
appear slow in all things and less is expected of you when
someone is on the computer too long help them by
distracting them or walk lightly on their keyboard so
advises stanley a remarkably astute cat with a keen eye for
the important things in life perhaps you don t have time for
yoga can t afford therapy or wouldn t dare cry to mother if
so let stanley be your guide lessons from stanley the cat
offers wise and witty maxims from stanley himself
translated by his doting psychotherapist human parent
jennifer freed whether you re a cat lover or prefer
companions of the canine variety stanley s warmth and
insight are sure to brighten even the grayest days
The Wisdom of a Psychic Cat 2018-07-15 in this gift
book the author explains how to live and how to love by
giving advice that may prove to be a catalyst for a less
stressful and more enjoyable life
Cats Are Awesome! a Book of Cat Wisdom and
Photography 2015-04-13 unlike most yoga books for
children this one addresses the philosophy and spiritual
side of yoga fun accessible and colorful it s a great
inspiration for the young and young at heart to relax
meditate and practice hatha yoga



Whisker Wisdom 2024-01-28 a collection of essays
featuring lessons in conscious living inspired by the cats
who have shared the author s life cover
Lessons from Stanley the Cat 2016-09-16 this hilarious and
adorable collection of cats highlights the quirky behaviors
of your favorite furry friends they leave dead animals on
your doorstep they intentionally knock everything off of
your countertops they leave scratch marks on your nice
furniture and attack your calf muscles they sleep on your
laptop when you re using it they somehow get hair on
every single article of clothing you own and then some they
are the epitome of sass and poise but behind that aloof
personality and penetrating stare are the wonderful cats
we all love this book chronicles the baffling behavior and
ever changing attitudes of these fuzzy felines with 50
comical photographs and illustrations from cats who think
they re mountain lions to the ones who are plotting to take
over the world the temperaments of these grumpy and
somewhat affectionate animals will be recognized by cat
lovers everywhere whether you have a cat who is capable
of incredibles feats of acrobatics or one who makes a habit
of crashing straight into walls or one who does both just a
few minutes apart this book captures the secret inner
workings of your cat s brain purr fect for crazy cat parents
and anyone else who is owned by a cat these lovable
playful ridiculous and slightly unhinged cats will have all
readers laughing
Purrles of Feline Wisdom 2003
The Wisdom of the Master Cat 1998
Swami Cat Says 2013-06-24
Cat Wisdom 2006-01-01
Purrs of Wisdom 2012-11-01
The Wisdom of Yo Meow Ma 2007
The Book of Catitudes 2023-03-28
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